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**Handbook of Australian Languages**-Robert M. W. Dixon 1981 This handbook makes available short grammatical sketches of Australian languages. Each grammar is written in a standard format, following guidelines provided by the editors, and includes a sample text and vocabulary text. The contributions to this volume are salvage studies, giving all the information that is available on four languages which are on the point of extinction, and an assessment of what linguistic impressions can be inferred from the scant material that is available on the extinct languages of Tasmania.
Handbook of Australian Languages-Robert M. W. Dixon 1979

Handbook of Australian Languages-R. M. W. Dixon 1983-12-31 This handbook makes available short grammatical sketches of Australian languages. Each grammar is written in a standard format, following guidelines provided by the editors, and includes a sample text and vocabulary text. The contributions to this volume are salvage studies, giving all the information that is available on four languages which are on the point of extinction, and an assessment of what linguistic impressions can be inferred from the scant material that is available on the extinct languages of Tasmania.

Lenition and Contrast- Naomi Gurevich 2004-08-01 This book analyzes 153 languages from a large variety of families to establish a previously unexplored relationship between phonetically conditioned sound changes such as lenitions and functional (meaning maintenance related) considerations. Carefully collecting numerous inventories of consonants, this collection is likely to become an important resource for future linguistics research. By distinguishing between phonetic and phonological neutralization, and showing that the first does not necessarily result in the second, Naomi Gurevich uncovers previously unexplored and often surprising trends in the relationship between phonetics and phonology.

The Oxford Handbook of Language Prosody-Carlos Gussenhoven 2021-01-07 This handbook presents detailed accounts of current research in all aspects of language prosody, written by leading experts from different disciplines. The volume's comprehensive coverage and multidisciplinary approach will make it an invaluable resource for all researchers, students, and practitioners.
Language Diversity in the Pacific - Denis Cunningham
2006-01-01 The Southwest Pacific from Southern China through Indonesia, Australia and the Pacific Islands constitutes the richest linguistic region of the world. That rich resource cannot be taken for granted. Some of its languages have already been lost; many more are under threat. The challenge is to describe the languages that exist today and to adopt policies that will support their maintenance.

A Handbook of Aboriginal Languages of New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory - James William Wafer
2008 The handbook is a guide to Aboriginal languages, with illustrative vocabularies. It is divided into two parts: the first part, which includes maps, is a survey of the Indigenous languages of NSW and the ACT, giving information about dialects, locations, and resources available for language revitalisation; the second part provides word-lists in practical spelling for 42 distinct language varieties. There is also useful information on contact languages, sign languages and kinship classification, as well as an appendix on placenames. The handbook is a valuable reference and educational resource, useful to Aboriginal people who want to revitalise their language.

OZBIB - Lois Carrington
1999

Pacific Linguistics - 1999

Folia Linguistica Historica - 2002

Handbook of Descriptive Language Knowledge - Harald Hammarström
2007

Handbook of Western Australian Aboriginal Languages South of the Kimberley Region - Nick Thieberger
1993 Gives
location, variant spelling, classification, linguistic situation, research and bibliographic information for all languages in regions south of Kimberleys; notes on Aboriginal English and Kriol; extensive annotated bibliography; indexes to variant language spellings, and to linguists.

**Nyulnyul**-William McGregor 1996 Phonetics, morphology and syntax of Nyulnyul a non-Pama-Nyungan language, one of the Nyulnyulan family, from Beagle Bay in West Kimberley Western Australia.

**Proto Mirndi**-Mark Harvey 2008 "The Mirndi language family is one of the very few discontinuous language families that have been proposed for Australia. This reconstruction shows that there is a sufficient evidentiary basis, according to the canons of standard historical linguistics, to show that the Mirndi languages constitute a distinct language family. The evidence comes from closed class morphemes, both grammatical and lexical.

The evidence from open, lexical classes is negligible and would not suffice to establish the family. The reconstruction also considers the evidence as to the territorial associations of Proto-Mirndi. There are a number of strands of evidence, which though limited, all converge in indicating that the territorial associations of Proto-Mirndi were in the vicinity of the south-western Gulf of Carpentaria. As such, this implies shifts in territorial affiliations of the Mirndi varieties from east to west. In addition its linguistic aspects, the reconstruction also provides a detailed overview of the history of subsections. Subsections are a salient social construct across much of north-central and north-western Australia. The reconstruction shows that subsections are of considerable time depth, and also that the diffusion of subsections is of considerable time depth."--Provided by publisher."The Mirndi language family is one of the very few discontinuous language families that have been proposed for Australia.
This reconstruction shows that there is a sufficient evidentiary basis, according to the canons of standard historical linguistics, to show that the Mirndi languages constitute a distinct language family. The evidence comes from closed class morphemes, both grammatical and lexical. The evidence from open, lexical classes is negligible and would not suffice to establish the family. The reconstruction also considers the evidence as to the territorial associations of Proto-Mirndi. There are a number of strands of evidence, which though limited, all converge in indicating that the territorial associations of Proto-Mirndi were in the vicinity of the south-western Gulf of Carpentaria. As such, this implies shifts in territorial affiliations of the Mirndi varieties from east to west. In addition its linguistic aspects, the reconstruction also provides a detailed overview of the history of subsections. Subsections are a salient social construct across much of north-central and north-western Australia. The reconstruction shows that subsections are of considerable time depth, and also that the diffusion of subsections is of considerable time depth."--Provided by publisher.

**Warrwa**-William McGregor 1994 Phonetics, morphology and syntax of Warrwa a non-Pama-Nyungan language, one of the Nyulnyulan family, from the Derby region in West Kimberley Western Australia.

**Worrorran Revisited**-William McGregor 2009

**Bininj Gun-wok**-Nicholas Evans 2003 Discusses the language and its speakers; brief overview of the major dialects: Kunwinjku, Gundjeihmi, Kune Narayek and Kune Dulerayek, Kuninjku, Gun-dednjenghemi, Manyallaluk Mayali, clan lects and second language varieties; comprehensive analysis of the language; includes eleven transcriptions of language speakers.
Proceedings of the North East Linguistic Society 36-Christopher Davis 2006

Leuven contributions in linguistics and philology-1998


Linguistic Typology- 2000

International Books in Print- 1997

Forty Years on-Jane Helen Simpson 2001

Languages of Kinship in Aboriginal Australia-Jeffrey Heath 1982 All papers separately annotated.

Language Survey-Joyce Hudson 1984 Report of surveys by K.C. Hansen, D. Glasgow and N. Pym in the Western Desert, Northern Territory and at Hopevale, Qld which have been annotated separately.

Language in Native Title- David Nash 2002 This volume has its origin in a workshop on Linguistic Issues in Native Title held at the University of Western Australia on 2 October 1999.

Proceedings of the ... West Coast Conference on Formal Linguistics- 2005

The British National Bibliography-Arthur James Wells 2002

Encountering Aboriginal Languages-William McGregor 2008

NELS-North Eastern Linguistic Society. Meeting 2005
Proceedings of the Thirty-Fifth Annual Meeting of the North East Linguistic Society-Leah Bateman 2006-04 The 35th annual meeting of the North East Linguistic Society was held at the University of Connecticut, Storrs on October 22-24, 2004. The proceedings collect submitted papers by invited speakers, main session and poster presenters, and alternates from the conference.

Anthropological Linguistics- 2000

The Land is a Map-Luise Anna Hercus 2002 In the Indigenous communities thousands of placenames exist with little or no recognition. This work covers some of these names and describes the principles of bestowing names upon a place in different Indigenous groups.

Word Structure in Ngalakgan-Brett Joseph Baker 2008 Ngalakan (Ngalakgan) is an Australian Aboriginal language. It has not been fully acquired by children since the 1930s. It is one of the Northern Non-Pama-Nyungan languages formerly spoken in the Roper river region of the Northern Territory. It is most closely related to Rembarrnga.

Typology of Periphrastic 'do'-constructions-Andreas Jäger (Ph.D.) 2006

Linguistic Fieldwork-Claire Bowern 2007-11-28 This is a practical guide to all aspects of linguistic fieldwork. It not only discusses techniques for working on the phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax and discourse of an undescribed language, but also considers field technology, grant application preparation, ethical research methods and problems which might arise when in the field.

Sourcebook for Central Australian Languages-David Nash 1981 General information, bibliography and E-L 150-word list for;

**Thangani Bunuba** - 1998
Stories from the dreamtime;
bushtucker stories; stories from the early days; stories since the coming of white people; paintings; stories are told in English and Bunuba.

**Dhuwal (Arnhem Land) Texts on Kinship and Other Subjects** - Jeffrey Heath 1980

**Books in Print** - Bowker Editorial Staff 1994
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